Background
• Most critical mode of imperfection.
-Major imperfection for specified norm. • Minor (second-order) imperfection.
-Symmetric imperfection of symmetric system.
-Critical point of imperfect system is a bifurcation point -Might be more critical than major imperfection: (Ohsaki 2000)
Objectives
• A symmetric system with stable symmetric bifurcation point.
• Maximum load of an imperfect system considering imperfection in loads and nodal locations.
• Anti-optimization for obtaining most critical imperfection mode.
• Simultaneous analysis and anti-optimization (SAND).
• Importance of minor imperfection.
Maximum load of imperfect systems
• Quasi-static proportional loads: P = Λp
• Displacement vector: U = {U i }
• Imperfection parameter: ξ
• Strain energy: H(U; ξ)
• Total potential energy:
• Equivalent nodal loads:
• Equilibrium equation:
• Stability matrix (tangent stiffness matrix):
• Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S:
Classification of imperfection
• Sensitivity of potential energy in the direction of critical mode:
• Major imperfection (1st-order imperfection): α = 0
• Minor imperfection (2nd-order imperfection): α = 0
Definition of maximum load factor Λ M
C1 Bifurcation load factor
• Bifurcation point disappear for major imperfection ⇒ critical imperfection is a minor imperfection
C2 Load factor defined by upper-bounds of stresses and displacements
•Ū is large ⇒ minor imperfection.
•Ū is small ⇒ major imperfection.
A structure allowing large deformation
• Minor imperfection is important for C1 and C2. • Sensitivity analysis ⇒ gradient-based optimization.
• Need nonlinear path-following analysis at each step of modification of ξ Anti-optimization problem with SAND
• Imperfection of loads ⇒ displacements are variables.
• ξ includes minor and major imperfections • Imperfection normẽ(ξ): 
